
How to Tell the Difference Between a Good Wedding Photographer and a Bad One 

 

That does not mean that they'll know the procedure when it's their turn although most people have 

attended a wedding. Below is a step-by-step guide on the procedure for hiring a wedding photographer. 

 

Measure One: Hiring a photographer. 

 

This can be an intimidating task for someone who follows countless wedding photographers websites. It 

is recommended that you hire someone that you will be getting married. Most wedding professionals 

travel all over and even if they don't live in the area you're getting married they've most probably 

photographed there. Ask them to Narrow your search down to five wedding photographers which you 

really like. They are able to be as of this point in a number of different price brackets. Start 

communicating with them-choose three you want to meet with in person. The in person assembly is 

tremendous you want someone not competent in wedding photography but someone you know you'll 

be able to get along with and wont mind having around and because the photographer will be with you 

the whole day. After your assemblies you can then choose your photographer. 

 

Step Two: Picking a bundle 

 

Hopefully you and your photographer at the meeting talked together about what kind of coverage they 

offer, and what kind of coverage you'll need. Enable them to help with this they shouldn't sell you more 

than you need, but they should be there to cover all the crucial moments that will happen on your 

wedding day. Wedding photographer typical day is like any professionals work day. That said frequently 

10 hours of coverage becomes necessary so as to start with the bridal homework and end nicely into the 

reception. Your wedding photographer should help you determine if you would like a wedding album 

(recommended so that your memories are protected in print and digitally) and they should talk you 

through if they give you the rights to the wedding pictures or if they keep the digital files etc. 

 

Step Three: Deciding how a wedding day works 

 

You will find two models for the photographer on wedding day... the first one is traditional, and the 

second is with a first look. These models are how we structure schedule of the day for photographs and 

the time needed. 

 

 



Conventional: Photographer will come and begin at the resort with the details. Dress, bridesmaid 

dresses, invitation, rings, shoes, cologne, jewelry, and blooms. After those details happen to be 

photographed the wedding photographer will turn their focus on their photojournalistic getting ready 

photos and the girls. This really is where the wedding photographer starts to capture moments and 

construct the storyline of the time. An experienced photographer will commonly have a first look with 

the parents after the bride is in her dress - mom and father will come in and see their baby girl for the 

first time in her wedding gown. Meanwhile the second photographer is shooting candid photos of their 

ties being tied by them and with the guys and simply hanging out being men before the ceremony. As 

the bride walks down the aisle at the ceremony the second photographer is taking photos of the 

bridegrooms expression, and the principal photographer is photographing the processional with the 

bridesmaids and the bride walking down the aisle. After the service the wedding photographer will (with 

help from your selected family member) gather up the total family due to their portraits. The wedding 

photographer begins with the brides side of the family and break it down until the lowest family 

dislocation (mother and bride, dad and bride, sibs and bride) have been photographed. The wedding 

photographer will subsequently go onto the grooms family and do the same thing starting with the 

biggest group and breaking it down to the lowest groups. It's time to photograph the bridal party when 

that's concluded. A seasoned wedding photographer should be able to get three different posed bridal 

party photos done in 15 minutes. From there the photographer will photograph then, and only the 

group of guys just the group of girls. These two groupings should only take 10-15 minutes and the 

wedding photographer should know just how they want each member of the party or grouping to stand. 

From there the wedding photographer will shoot a few portraits of the bride, then the groom, and 

finally finish up (this whole thing from family to end should take an hour) with the bride and the 

bridegroom together. Only at that point the wedding photographer turns everyone finished to the 

coordinator and the band or DJ. They have been in charge of the means by which the reception flows. 

The wedding photographer will capture the minutes from this stage on. Even the formalities like the first 

dances, cake cutting, and bouquet throwing are done in a blunt fashion. For more information look at 

our website http://charlestonsweddingphotographer.com/  

 

 

First Look: The Wedding photographer and you will meet with at hair and makeup and do the detail 

shots. So that there's an hour and a half of picture time before the service but after the bride is ready 

the wedding photographer has scheduled. It begins with an exclusive viewing of the bride after which 

the photographer has picked a cozy place with great light for the bridegroom to see his bride for the 

very first time in her dress. The wedding photographer will tell the bridegroom and the bride before so 

that they can be with their long lens getting great emotional moments in the wings just how to walk to 

each other. After this (typically 15 minutes) the bridal party will be gathered for the bridal party 

pictures, the women, and the men pictures. This will be about half an hour. Finally about 45 minutes 

before the service the family will be photographed. Bride and the bridal party and bridegroom should be 

completed 30 minutes before the ceremony with all photographs often the bride doesn't need to be 

where she can be seen by everyone and as guests start to arrive. After the ceremony the groom and the 

bride sometimes takes a few moments to be husband and wife and the Pictures can be taken by 

photographer with little to no direction. Subsequently the bride and the bridegroom are able to go to 

cocktail hour with their bridal party and speak to their guests. It's recommended that in the 

http://charlestonsweddingphotographer.com/


conventional line up of a day there is a receiving line so that you don't have to do it and meet with all 

your guests. In the first look scenario you are able to try this at cocktail hour. The reception is candid 

and photojournalistic based for all occasions. 

 

Measure Four: What occurs after the wedding 

 

The wedding photographer hopefully described how they work already in an e-mail or in a meeting. 

After the wedding a photographers favorites set within several days will be edited by many wedding 

photographers and send you an email along with post them for their blog/FB sites. If the wedding 

photographer is hardly idle be sure to ask what their turn around time for all of the wedding photos are. 

Frequently times a month is a decent timeframe. Additionally chat with them about their process for 

culling down the set of final pictures. It's very important part of a wedding photographers job to edit 

through and choose the best photos as we've the skill to process thousands of high-resolution pictures 

but it is often overwhelming for you the bride to procedure through that many which is why it's 

important that we are presenting only the finest one of each of the pictures we take on the big day. That 

can be more than enough wedding pictures. Talk about how they send you the final set of pictures to 

your wedding photographer is it via web or could it be via hard drive. 

 

Step Five: The wedding album 

 

If appropriate among the last proper business interactions (as hopefully you are friends at this point) is 

the wedding album layout. Most wedding photographers will start by creating a variant for you telling 

your wedding story. Then from there you perfect it to be your favourite images, edit it, and can make 

changes. The wedding album is to take your readers in 10-40 years through your big day, so it's often 

best should you not choose the pictures if you allow the photographer select the pictures to work from. 

Then as said you could make changes to the album. Wedding photographers are storytellers and this 

really is where style and their closing vision can be actually seen. In your initial meeting with wedding 

photographers you saw their album style and hopefully choose someone whose layout components you 

liked and whose general feel of the wedding day story through the albums you related too. 

 

That's an overview of the process in which the wedding photographer appraises your day, and the 

involvement of the wedding photographer. Each photographer will search for different things on a big 

day, and each wedding photographer is going to have unique fashion for getting the wedding 

photographs but we all will follow a convention that is meticulous and professional. Our Facebook Page. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/charlestonsweddingphotographer

